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GENERAL

Aluminium handle with an integrated water reservoir.

- Dosed usage of water, so drying time reduced to a minimum.

- The reservoir can contain 450 ml water, sufficient for the cleaning of a hundred 

square meters, maximum.

- No toiling with buckets.

- High mobility.

- Easy and fast to use.

The Sprenkler consists of an aluminium handle with an integrated water reservoir. 

This system replaces toiling with buckets and exertion with wringing. Maintenance of 

a hard floor is now easier and more efficient.

A push on the handle sprays a dosed quantity of water on the floor surface. The 

water pressure in the handle guarantees three strong jets from the bottom of the 

Sprenkler, even if the reservoir is already more than 70% empty. The reservoir can 

contain 450 ml water, sufficient for the cleaning of a hundred square meters, 

maximum.

The Sprenkler is the perfect partner for cleaning of large surfaces like entranceways 

and corridors. But also in difficult areas like staircases and sanitary areas it has 

proven its value.

USAGE

1. Unscrew the green cap on top of the handle. 

2. Fill the reservoir with tap water using the enclosed fill bottle. Screw cap back.

3. Press the green cap on top of the handle to dispense tap water behind the mop through the triple�]spray nozzles.

4. Spray and wipe the floor using a circular movement. Start from a corner and wipe the floor clean towards the door. 

5. To ensure a long lasting use of the Sprenkler handle, empty the reservoir after each use.

Sprenkler handle - 145 cm - with fill bottle 500 cc
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions product (LxHxW) 148 x 10 x 3 cm

Colour: green

Composition: aluminium & plastic

LOGISTIC DATA

Product

Article

Unit

Dimensions

Net weight

EAN code

3301150

Piece

148 x 10 x 3 cm 
488 g 
8716254001022

Sprenkler handle - 145 cm - with fill bottle 500 cc
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